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WAGE AND PRICE CONTROLS: WE
Twenty-eight yenrs ago, the Councif of Economic

Advisers was created by the Employment Act of
1946 to anafyze and interpret economic develop.
mmti - and to recommend economic policies that
would promnte “maximum employment, production,
and purchasing powed~. No one doubts the wisdom
of thh response to the ever-greater needs of the Gnv.
emment for information about an ever-more com-
plex economy.

It has become increasingly apparent, however,
that we now need sometMng more than information
and ancfysis. The Executive Branch requires the
capacity tn inject itself into the wage-price structure
in any one of a number of ways. From jawboning
to guideposts to a freeze with subsequent phases,
and back to jawboning, the Nation continues to ex.
periment with various forms of incomes policy. It
is nn longer possibfe to rule out any of these policies
in future. The pressures and bmses tending toward
inflation in our economy are permanent.

The capacity to resist these pressures should be
no less permanent. Government action in restrainhg
wages and prices cannot be effectively geared up on an
on-and-n ff-again basis. While the controls used in
any instance need not be pervasive or permanent,
the capacity to adopt the contmfs, to vary them, and
tn monitor their resufts should be placed in some con.
tinuing body, closely associated with the President.

It is particularly important that the President be
provided with standing authority to adopt these con-
trofs subject to appropriate review and withdrawal
rights by Congress. This is because nn Administration
can afford to advertise its interests in wage-price con.
trof authority by asking nnly when the need seises
prices would be abruptly and pre-emptively raised.
It is no accident that the Niion Administition im.
posed the August 15, 1971 freeze in compfete se-
crecy after onfy three days of internal discussion. The
onfy accident is fiat it had the authority-authority

OUGHT NOT FEAR PREPAREDNESS
it resisted earfier but wh]ch had been passed by Con-
gress nevertheless.

A small but significant step in the direction of
these recommendations was made in tie recent crea-
tion of a White House “Council nn Wage and Price
Stability”. But this Council was set up as a monitor-
ing and jawboning agency onfy. The Administration
specifically resisted even having it given subpnena
powers fest these powers be seen as a signal of any
intention to move forward witi controls.

The capacity of the Council to fulfilf even its fim-
ited functinns is dubloas. As a jawboning agency it
lacks the power to defay price and wage decisions
to permit Administration jawbones to be brought into
action. As a monitoring agency it is fimited by the
notion that it should be “small and flexible” with ap-
propriations requested not to exceed $1,000,000.

This approach is too fimited, too tentative, and
too closely linked with the present perception of the
present crisis. Instead, at the first political opporhl-
nity, Congress shoufd enact greater funding and greater
stand-by authority for this Councif or some substi-
tute. The powers to act by surprise should be bal-
anced, of course, with the right of Congress to repsal
the controls imposed witbin a cetiln fixed period of
review. Thk foflows the pattern of the recommenda-
tions-for other emergencies-of the Senate Speciaf
Committee on National Emergencies and Delegated
Powers.

Today we cannot foresee when or whether these
inflationary emergencies wifI arise from pressures at
home or abroad, from explosions or shifts in demand,
from institutionalized cost-push pressures, or from
real or contrived shortages. But it is evident that an
era nf potentiaf economic emergency is upon us. We
ought not fear preparedness.

Approved by the Federation Executive Committee, the
above statement was reviewed and endorsed by the fol-
lowing economists:
Alice Rlvlin, Brookings Institution
Robert Solow, MIT

. . . . . . ----- ------------ ----- ------------
A NEW U13EASE I HHEAf ENS PttfIUfJfG HELAPSE

The inflation we now confront is not due to budget by small recessions but only by b]g depressions. And the
deficits alias too much aggregate demand alias too much effect of shortages of food, jacked-up prices for oil, and
money chasing too many goods. It did start that way, devaluations of our dollar are certainly beyond this in-
But the larger part of the present inflation is impervious fluence; they constitute by themselves more than half of
to budgetay restrictions. The cost-push component (or the inflationary pressure. Meanwhile the economy is
wage-price spiral) is not going to be reduced substantially stagnating in response to restrictive efforts to stamp out

INCOMES POLICY EXPERIENCE, Pages 6-7, ECONOMIC SUMMIT, Page 5;
KHRUSCHEV REMEMBERS, Page 8
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the least important component of the inflation.

Still worse, so long as we restrain the economy we
can do it considerable harm. As Otto Eckstein, WJfred
Lewis, Paul McCracken, and others have pointed out,
a failure of the economy to grow at a normal mt+while
the population continues to grow—means an eventual
shortage of jobs. Thus, if we continue to tie the economy
down, we will have to constantly raise the level of un-
employment which is consistent with price stability—
the so-called full employment level. This is already occur-
ing. See for example, on page 3 how the Phillips Curve
has changed since 1960. Nevertheless, some measures of
restraint seems warranted since even moderate expansion
would add to inflation; the question is how much restraint
and how much expansion.

The world-wide inflation is producing similar dilemmas
throughout the industrialized world. And these dilemmas
couId interact to pro&ce. disaster, For the first. time,
Japan, Great Britain and ourselves are in or going into
recession simultaneously, Their separate efforts to re-
strain their economies to halt their inflation could begin
to spiral when they slow their purchases from one another.

Perhaps still more serious is the prospect of failure of
financial institutions. Inflation brings with it high interest
rates and so does the monetary restraint used to fight
inflation, Together, the resulting high rates of inflation put
a severe strain on financial institutions. Following the
Great Depression, U.S. legislation has helped to insure
against such failure. But not all of our Western cmmter-
parts have such legislation. And failures abroad could
spread here rapidly in an ever more intertwined financial
world,

Meanwhile, looming in the background, there are the
tremendous strains involved in paying to OPEC in the
next year alone, $50 to $75 billion dollars providing them
with more liquid assets than the rest of the world corn.
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bined (see the remarks of Walter Levy at the Economic
Summit).

The problem of shortages, whether real, as in the case
of food, or contrived as in the case of foreign oil, poses a
very special problem. They do not only add to the infla-
tion rate directly. They start a spiral that is insatiable,
They induce labor to seek inflationary wage increases to
catch up. But the increases in cost can not be caught up
with. They represent really a net lowering of the stand-
ard of living of America. In the case of shortages, some
group, if not every group, has to take a real loss—it is
more than a problem of adjusting the price and wage
levels for fairness. Such shortages raise questions of re-
distribution of income through changes in the tax laws in
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-1 UNEMPLOYMENT RATEIPERCENT)

An idealized best estimate of the relationship between imlation
and unemployment done in 1960 (s&w and %.nmdson),

order to be fair to labor without simply inspiring a wage-
push stimulated spiral.

The problem is obviously much more complicated than
it seems to those at the economic summit that empha-
sized “inflationary psychology” and “lack of confidence”,
Nor is it going to be cured by relatively last-minute efforts
to improve U.S. productivity nor by improving economic
efficiency by repealing institutional barriers long manned
by vested interests.

At the economic summit of September 5, most agreed
on a fairly similar diagnosis, and a moderate course
(relative to the unusual course now set); they urged some
slight easing of money, ridkrg out the inflation, help for
those suffering most from it, and so on. This unanimity
among economists may frighten cynics; attention should
therefore be directed at the more extreme diagnoses.

John Kenneth Galbraith urged a comblnatiorr of con-
trols and increases in middle and upper class tax rates. *
He sees inflation rather than stagflation as the real prob-
lem and believes, as is plausible, that only strong action
will make much difference. Milton Friedman wants a
continuation of present restraint and proposes, for tbe
rest, that we learn to live with inflation through indexing
—cOst of living increases built into many financial instm-
ments as well as pensions and the like, Both of these men
are known for their ingenuity and their perception of
forces not fully assessed by others.

Alone among the economists at the Summit, Galbraith
and Friedman have long run “solutions”. The others,

‘1

* Interestingly, the iarlatim is already increasing the effective
tax rates of everyone ~ince it pushes each citizen into a higher tax
bracket even when his real income has not increased. This effect
has become so pronounced, at these unexpectedly high rates of
@t3ation, that the Bmokings review of the 1975 budget now prG-
]ects startlingly high “full employment surpluses” for this decade.
In other words, if wc could get back to only 4% unemployment,
the surplus of revenues over ex~nditures brought in (at my 5%
inflation a year) would rise from a $20 billion surplus in 1976 to
$93 billion in 19a0 even if the Government continues to purchaae
the same real goods and services (at their iralated costs), Hence
the tax paye~ is bein~ squeezed two vays—higher prices but also
hiiher effectn? tax rates.

k’

A plot of recent annual relationships between unemployment and
wage increase% note years ‘70-73.

for the most part, agreed that macroeconomic fiscal and
monetary policy had only Iimited efficacy and should
not be pushed too hard. But they put forward no alter-
native. There is, of course, the possibility of “rid]ng out”
tbe inflation. Perhaps the shortages will not recur and
the inflation, uninspired by new deficits, will die out.
Unfortunately, another well-established line of economic
thought—the concept of the wage-price spiral—suggests
that inflation does not die out but instead feeds on itself
to inspire more inflation. Worse, the world-wide irrfiation-
my condition is catching: if we hold down our price
level, other countries will step up their buying from us
as their inflation increases their purchasing power.

Above all, the notion that shortages will not continue
to occur is not plausible. The age of food stoclqiles may
well be over, killed by rising affluence (especially the
rise in meat eating) and growing population pressure.
(See the FAS Public Interest Reports of September 1973
on World Hunger and November, 1973 on U.S. Agri-
culture Policy.) Thus periodic food shortages may be
expected; for the main exporter of food grains that we
are, this means periu&c hard-to-control fluctuations in
food prices. No end to ever-higher oil prices ia in sight,
And cartels for other commodkies are in the wings. An
era of shortage could occur.

The indexing solution of M]lton Friedman tends to
keep the inflation “fair” but not to stop it and may even
encourage it. while preventing the inflation from touch-
ing the purchasing power of the old on pensions, for
example, it does the right thing. But it adds to purchas-
ing power over what would otherwise have occurred. Thrrs
wh]le, in principle, no one is hurt by the inflation where
indexing is uniform, still the inflation is not hurt either.
And where shortages occur—viz., a real decrease in liv-
ing standards—the indexing will simply add to the in-
flation by building in a component that cannot be re-
couped,

The relatively permanent wage-price controls of John
Kenneth Galbraith applied flexibly in the sectors that need
it most is somethhrg that we have not really tried. As
noted in the summary of Arnold Weber’s experience (see
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wholesale Price Index, 172=1958 and Consumer Price Index, 1800-1958

Sourcx ,0; “, Economic Can “IN,,, Study of Em.dwmmt, G,o,”UL and Price Lwel$ [Headne$, .%,, 2-H ;$t.arfca 1 e “d C.mm,a<ive Rates cd Prod “Mo “, Prod UCti”!ty, e “d
P,ice,, AwL 1959), P. 394.

[In the fifteen years since the above graph terminates, the COnsumer pric! lnd.x . . this, sale has risen to 512 as follow% 1963 (353] 1968
(402); 1970 (4501 1971 (467h 1972 (485); 1973 (512). The Wholesale pr,ce Index has risen to 434 as followx 1963 (298); 1968 (323): 1970
(352); 1971 (360); 1972 (375h 1973 (434).1

pg. 7) we tried a freeze that was too uniform and across-
the-board, Nor was it followed up skillfully. A sustained
effort at controls has not really been tried except during
wartime. In the face of a growing economic emergency,
it is entirely possible that the political will to make
another effort would come to exist.

* **

War, and subsequent depression, has dominated our
Nation’s price fluctuation history since its founding. Price
levels soared during the War of 1812 only to decline
thereafter until 1850, During the Civil War they soared
again only to decline steadily for thirty years. And World
War I was followed, a decade later, by the Great De-
pression. (See above. ) As shown in the case of World
War 1, the decline does not necessarily set in immediately
after the peak induced by war. But the artificially high
level of prices, induced by war expenditures, does even-
tually fall amazingly far. Wholesale prices at the bottom

of each Of these three historic declines reached the level
immediately prior to the Revolutionary War! Could it
happen again? Some Russian ecrmometricians—waiting
for the Marx-predicted downfall of capitalism-thhk so.
According to their estimates, these contractions take place
roughly every 43 years—the 1840’s, the 1880’s, the late
1920’s and early 1970’s. This chart thus makes frighten-
ing reading.

As human life is extended by modern med[cal science,
there is reached a point where ever more complicated
or intractable diseases associated with aging make further
extensions of life ever more difficult. It may be thus with
extending war-time booms. We may do it better after
every such rise, only to find ever more subtle and perplex-
ing conditions producing an end nevertheless. Now tbe
condition is world-wide, inter-related, tied up with short-
ages, and defying macroeconomic solution. Will the West-

ern free-market world find the political and economic
skill to continue to confound those Marxists that predict
its periodic. if not final, decline? We who live here are
forced to bet we will.a

Budget for Fiscal Year 1975 – Composition of Outlays
(In Wlliomof do!lam) Source: Office of Mana@nmt and Budget

MANDATORY SPENDING

Cont<actural Obligations
Net Interest $23.0
Housing S. bs[dies and Insurance, Farm Supports, etc._ 5.8
Other Prior-Year Obligatimm 53.1

Oefense (23.o)
Nondefense —(30.1)

Subtotal contractual Obligation_ G
E.ritlwnent Programs 142.1
Legislative and Judiciary 1.1

Total, Mandatory Spending 2%

DISCRETIONARY SPENOING

Defense: 57.1
Person nel

All Other
(37.0)

Nondefense:
(20.1)

35.1
Personnel
Al Other

(20.0)
—(15.1) _

Total, Discretionary Spending _ 92.2

OFFSETS (Offshore Oil md Receipts and Contributions
to Employee Retirement Fund) -11.8

Total $805.4
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WHAT THE ECONOMISTS TOLD
PRESIDENT FORD ON SEPT. 5, 1974

ALAN GREENSPAN, Chairman, Council of Economic
Advisers: “diffuse inflationary psychology policy
should in all respects be focused on thk particular point.”

OTTO ECKSTEIN, Harvard University: “few serious
analysts raise the specter of depression question is
whether we can avoid a recession as bad as 1958 or
worse thk kind of economy simply is not creating
more than one million jobs at best. So, the unemployment
grows ., if you pursue the tough policy you get a
second round of reductions in investment. As a result of
that the Federal budget suffers revenue losses Con-
sequently, the deficits would really not be significantly
better.”

WALTER HOADLEY, Bank of America: “the most
pressing problem confronting the American economy
and a great deal of the world is lack of confidence in the
future we have enjoyed, if I may so put it, the luxury
of a policy over the last several decades of having slack
which has in a real sense kept prices from rising
But those days are over.”
ARTHUR OK UN, Brookings Institution: “recession yes,
and depression, emphatically no less than half of the
step-up in the inflation rate that we experienced from
about three percent at the end of 1972 to 11 or 12 per-
cent today can be attributed to excessive fiscal and mone-
tary stimulus. On none of (the) forecasts could I see
a valid case for weakening the economy further by added
doses of budgetary or monetay incentives or for appeals
for lower consumer spending,”

MARINA WHITMAN, University of Pittsburgh: “we have
got to confront the problem of income distribution, of
somehow building a mechanism whereby we can insure
that people do get what is regarded as their fair share,
where labor is permitted to catch up and that the catch-
up does not turn into a permanent increase in the wage-
price spiral.”

GEORGE SHULTZ, University of Chicago: “the fore-
casts that we heard were not all that different from one
another; you could throw your hat over all of them
what has happened is a change in people’s ideas about
where the risks are a growing sense of a risk on
the unemployment and recession side. ”

PAUL McCRACKEN, University of Michigan: “The
stock of c,apital of thk economy is in short supply rela-
tive to the labor force at fairly high levels of em-
ployment, we seem to run out of capacity in our economy

I would ease up on monetary policy but not fiscal
policy.”
HENDRIK HO UTHA KKER j Harvard University: “A
number of rigidities have been built into our economy,
mostly by obsolete laws and they seriously impair the
effactiveness of other anti-inflationary policies [rigid-
ities] in the areas of transportation, agriculture, energy,
banking, government operations and others I have
come up with about 45 different areas a bill to re-
move most of these things at the same time does have a
better chance than a piece-meal approach,”

PAUL SA MuELSON, MIT: “The number one problem
that the Nation faces is sta=tiation. We can realistically

hope that low two-digit price inflation will a year from
now be high one-digit price inflation Cutting $5
or $10 billion from the budget would [only] buy some-
thing like the following: What would have been a 9]/z
percent rate of price inflation will be a 9 percent rate of
price inflation ., what would have been a 6,2 percent un-
employment rate would be a 6.5 qo unemployment rate or
6.7”% unemployment rate.”
WALTER HELLER, University of Minnesota: “Wg are
saueezine a lot of the life blood out of the economv
b~t very~ttle of the inflation, very little of the inflationafi
water the price explosions of ‘73-74 are now being
converted into a self-propelling price-wage spiral. We
have to build a circuit breaker into that spiral process not
by putting on a new straightjacket of direct controls but
at least by giving more clout to the Council on Price
and Wage Stability in the form of powers to subpoena
records, powers of inquiry, powers of suspension and
‘powers of rollback’.”
MILTON FR[EDMAN, University of Chicago: “There is
one and only one cure and we all know it. We have to
slow down total spendhg. Only the Federal government
can do that and it can do that only by slowing its own
spending and slowing monetary growth which will slow
private spending second, we need a wide measure
of indexing of the cost of living, of escalator clauses on
all sorts of things.”
JACKSON GRA YSON, Southern Methodist University:
“AS a price controller, my first remarks are don’t do it.
I would like to see those phrases [mandatory wage and
price controls] stricken from the record because I
think they are popping the price level up and preventing
price decreases I would urge a movement toward in-
creased productivity. ”
KERMJT GORDON, Brookings Institution: “In view of
the forecasts we have heard, it is certainly not at all clear
that these [$5 or $10 billion] reductions in expenditures
at this stage would be wise on fiscal grounds. I would
like to look at it through the eyes of a defmmt budget
director judicious pruning of the budget is not ac-
complished by searching after the fiscal year has begun
for activities which can be cut back quickly for short-
term effect.”
,JOHN KENNETH GA LBRAITH, Harvard University:
“first, for the moment, we have no choice but to keep
money tight second, use the maximum of fiscal restraint
[and third] an increase in taxes at the $15,000 to $20,000
level. 1 would urge an increase in the corporate income
tax [and] a wide range of excise taxes designed in rela-
tion to the bottleneck problem in thk kind of
economy, there is no alternative to wage controls, not
across the board, but where tbe power already exists to
fix prices, ., .“
RICHARD COOPER, Yale University: “the real danger
that the country faces at the present time is that the
inflation will try to be recouped by labor through
higher wage increases and what started out to be a change
in real relative prices will set off a wage price spiral

there is a serious possibility that each of several
large nations acting alone to deal with its own domestic
problem will drive the world into serious depres-
sion. . ..1 urge a tax reduction promptly on the order of
magnitude of $10 billion to $15 billion. ” ❑
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WAGE-PRICE GUIDEPOSTS

In 1967, John Sheahan published “The Wage-Price
Guideposts” (Brookings $2.50), summarizing U.S. ex-
perience with guideposts in the early sixties. What follows
are observations drawn from this work.

In 1962, the Kennedy Administration innovated with
what was then America’s most ambitious form of “in-
comes” policy—wage-price guideposts. It had been widely
observed in the late fifties that inflation could occur as a
result of cost-push pressures even during periods of re-
cession. Thus it was recognized that restraint of these
pressures could be important while one was trying to in-
flate the economy. Guidepost policies can range from
very general comments about restraint to large-scale
administrative efforts to monitor and enforce specific
rules, The notion in the Kennedy Administration guide-
lines was simply to prevent arbitrary increases in wages
and prices during a period in which the Administration
wanted to use fiscal policy in an expansionary way.

But what was “arbhrary” and what was not? The
Council on Economic Advisers argued for keeping wage
increases in each industry equal to the trend of over-all
(national ) productivity increase, Prices in a particular
industry, on the other hand, should increase (or decrease)
in any particular industry to the extent that the in-
dustry’s rate of productivity increase exceeded (or lagged)
the overall rate. In short, the wage-earner would be hop-
ing for a large national increase in productivity. The in-
dustrial share-holder who wanted price increases would
be hoping that hk industry would show productivity in-
creases that beat the national average. The pursuit of these
guidelines would indeed produce non-inflationary wage.
price behavior because it would produce overaIl increases
in wages and prices only in such proportion that they
were justified by increases in productivity. (There were
exceptions: for unusual labor markets in the case of
wages or for unusual capital markets in the case of
prices, But no effort was made to quantify the conditions
under which exceptions were permitted. )

This method of formulating guideposts seemed to have
the desirable feature that it did not involve the Adminis-
tration in arbitrarily sitting guidelines which would then,
inevitably, be the sub]ect of much controversy, Instead,
the guidelines would be derived from the industrial data
—~ourzd out rather than $ef. (Of course, the exceptions
would require—and leave mam for—political maneuver
and political, choice).

At the beginning, the Administration did not try to
interpret the basic rules numericaOy, By 1964, however,
it did. The overall trend of productivity y advance used as

a ~ideline fOr wage settlements was taken to be a five-
year moving average of output per man-hour in the pri-
vate economy. A five year average, it was felt, would
cover more than one business cycle thereby giving weight
both to good times and bad. By 1966, the formula was
found to produce 3.6% as a guideline. Amidst con-
troversy, this was arbhrarily reduced by the Council on
Economic Advisers to 3.27. on tbe grounds that it re-
sulted from five years of unabated expansion. Thus the
effort to make the guideposts more specific made them
more controversial.

By 1967, the effort to provide a specific numerical

GUIDEPOSTS WERE JUST THAT

If the guideposts had not been invented, marry of
the government’s actions and statements concerned
with price and wage stabflity during the 1960’s would
have been much the same. The actions were responses
to troublesome problems, not to issues invented by
the Councif of Economic Advisers. What the guide-
posts did was to provide a coherent background,
without wh]ch tbe steps chosen might have been more
hesitant and differently directed. In return, Ure actions
gradwdly defined the applicable content of the prirr-
ciple, and got it taken seriously. General poficy and
specific action grew together.

— pg. 33, “The Wage-Price Guideposts”,
lohn Sheahan

guide for wage increases was given up. Instead, the Pres-
ident’s economic report simply noted that a halt to in-
flation reauired that mice increases be substantially less
than productivity increases PIUS the rises in consumer
prices.

The period of the Widepasts, 1962-65, had the best
wage-price performance of the post-war period, It was,
however, a period in which unemployment started at a
very low level; the greater slack in the economy undoubt-
edly also contributed. How much difference did the guide-
lines make? Sheahan concludes on the basis of econometric
studies that wholesale industrial prices may have increased
by about 17. less per year as a result of the guidelines
(something between .8% and 1.6%); consumer prices
would have benefited by a smaller amount. In general,
Sheahan concludes that the guideposts were a “junior
partner” in the stability achieved during this period. But
the balance of results from their application was clearly
cm the positive side and he felt they represented an
intelligent gamble. n

WAGE-PRICE FREEZE OF 1971

The wage-price freeze of 1971 was largely administered
by the Cost of Living Council af which Arnold R. Weber
was Executive Director. Last year he published “In Pur-
suit of Price Stability” (Brookings Institution, $2,50)
summarizing his experience. What follows are observa-
tions drawn from this work,

A year before the August 1971 cantrals were imposed,
Congress had enacted the Economic Stabilization Act giv.
ing the President authority which he had “ot asked and
did not want. It gave him the right to stabilize wages,
prices and rents, It said nothkg, however, about pratits,
interest, or dividends,

By summer 1971, AFL-CIO was calling for wage-
price controls; Arthur Burns was calling for a Price and
Wage Review Board; the GNP deflator was rising from
4.5 % to 57. and unemployment was at 6%. The Presi-
dent decided ta impose wage-price controls on August
13 and the freeze was imposed only two days later!

Weber characterizes incame policies according to four
characteristics: coverage, nature of the standard ta be

applied, methOds fOr inducing compliance, and duration.
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The 90-day freeze attempted to apply the strictest stand-
ard (zero increases ), to apply thk standard to every-
thing but agricultural products (which were considered
too difficult to monitor) and to assure compliance largely
through public SUppOlt.

Wage-price freezes have been tried normally for periods
measured in months, although Denmark had such a freeze
for two years with some permitted adjustments. Weber
concludes that freezes are designed to: change expecta-
tions about future inflation; buy time and build the na-
tional consensus necessary to support a durable form of
incomes policy. As an incomes policy, a freeze belongs
only to the opening phase, That a freeze cannot by itself
be successful is perhaps the most important observation
about it.

The President’s authority had been amended in May
1971 in such a way as to almost preclude anything ex-
cept “across-the-board” application of controls. (The
amendment required Ylm to justify any specific controls
on a particular industry, or segment of the economy, by
showing that wages or prices were increasing at a rate
“grossly disproportionate” to the rate at which prices
or wages were increasing generally. ) Thus CLC felt
that the coverage had to be generaI. It was decided that
a freeze of a few months duration could not control
profitz; they were too hard to calculate for short periods.
Dividends were frozen but meaninglessly since they could
be paid out later. Interest rates were not frozen since
they were decliiing at the time.

Agricultural products were excluded because they in-
volvedthousands ofproducts subject to (hard-tn-monitor)
day-to-day fluctuations and because a freeze might just
trigger price support payments by Government to fmm-
ers. Impom of ti@hed goods were not frozen so that,
hopefully, their prices would rise-to the advantage of
domestically produced goods. Exports were also excluded
because they were not involved in the domestic cost of
living.

No exemption was provided for workers with sub-
standard income on the gronnds that redktribution of
income was,, propgrly left to other programs. In general,
CLC “fe~-tTiat a short freeze could best be run if the most
uniform treatment were accorded to all concerned and
if the terms “wages, prices and rent” were constmed as
broadly as possible.

The freeze was enforced without using criminal penal-
ties-nnly civil proceedhgs andinjunctimrs. Even so, the
absence of any enforcement sections in the Economic
Stabilization Act left the Justice Department without the
subpoena power to secure records necessary to show
violations.

As operating arms, the Cost of Lking Council seized
upon tbe Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) to as-
sume operational responsiMity for the field program and
asked the Internal Revenue Savice (IRS) to provide
informational and compliance functions whtch would have
overwhelmed OEP. Fortunately, August was the off-sea-
son for IRS. TMs reveals the importance of preparedness.
CLC invoked emergency provisions of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act to permit it to avoid publishing its
regulations in the Federal Register and asking for the
usual comment.

FREEZES CAN WORK
“’fliereis fittfedoubt that a comprehensive freeze

can restiin wage and price increases effectively in
the short run. To be sure, the success of the freeze
of 1971 was facilitated by the fact that it was imposed
on a cool economy marked by considemble sfack in
tbe labor force mrdindustriaf capacity .Nevetieless,
ta the extent that there is broad public support for
an activist goverrmrent policy, it seems likely that a
freeze can brake temporarily tbe upward movement
of wages and prices even when the economy is
working at or near full capacity. Overaff, the freeze
worked with a ldgh dqyee of effectiveness, was re-
markably free from pofitical influences in its execra-
tion, and demonstrated that the governmental appa-
rutns can be adequate to the task with minimal prgpa-
Mien.”

—pg. 122, “In Pursuit of Price Stability”

The real power in the Cost of Living Council rose.“
rapidly to the Executive Policy Committee comprised 01
the Chairman of the Council on Economic Advisers
(CEA), Weber, the Director of OEP and the Under-
secretary of the Treasury-nicknamed the “Committee
of Public Safety”.

As far as success was concerned, one study of almost
100,000 prices suggested that 79% remained constant,
109ZO declined and 11% increased. (Most of the latteI
included exempt raw agricultural products). The con-
sumer price index declined from 4’% to 1.6% and the
wholesale price index declined dramatically from 4.9%
to 0.4’%. In short, the freeze seems to have worked.

Whh regard to compliance, OEP and IRS received
800,000 inquiries and 46,000 complaints. 75% of the
complaints involved prices, 1970 involved rents and only
6% wages. Fully half of the complaints concerned re-
tail trade, But, overall, Weber concludes that the stabili-
zation program was “not beset by widespread non-com-
pliance”.

Concfusiom

In addition to the favorable comments noted in the
box above, Weber has these observations. Such freezes
tend to exercise greater short-term restraint on wages
tbanonprices since they areeasier to control. The freeze
tends to be most effective if implemented with little or
no warning. But the need for surprise should not preclude
some planning for its future implementation. The plan-
ning responsibility should preferably lie with the Council
of Economic Advisers, And thk planning should view
the freeze as an interim step to be related to more com-
plex subsequent measuresin apost-freeze program.

Weber believes that the freeze did not, in retrospect,
have to be designed quite so broadly in coverage, or so
unremittingly toughly in avoiding exceptions, to be work-
able. Indeed, the broad coverage increasingly made eco-
nomic and administrative problems. At most, a few more
months might have been manageable. In particula~, the
Phase 11 should not have been so broad and so rigidly
complex in methods for enforcement, especially in view
of the fact that the causes of the inflation were admittedly
cost-push pressures in specific industries. n
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KHRUSHCHEV REMEMBERS—
AND WE CAN LEARN A LOT

The newly published second volume of Khrushchev
Remembers (Little Brown, $12.95 ) adds to the first vol-
ume many vivid insights into the quality of Soviet life
and governmental decision-making. Let all who thkk
the Soviet Union is ten feet tall examine these volumes,
A few interesting insights follow:

On Secrecy: K complains to a cocky commander of a
cruiser that he has ignored the effect of “missile-launch-
ing planes”. The commander responds perplexedly that
he has never heard of such a weapon. K concludes “when
we returned to Moscow we decided to stop keeping every-
thing secret from our military commanders”. (pg. 29)
OrI Soviet Ingenuity; K suggests to the missile experts that
missile be put in underground silos to hide them from
reconnaissance, and protect them from attack. The ex-
perts say it would not work. A year later, Ks son Sergei
reports that American publications show that the Ameri-
cans are using Ks idea. K calls the experts in and insists
they get moving. (pg. 49)

On Traveling Abroad: The number of references to who
should and should not get permission to travel abroad,
all dealt with at the highest level, are staggering. K refers
to tbe “disgraceful heritage of the closed border, which
lies like a chain on the consciousness of the Soviet State.”
In explaining why he refused Kapitsa the right to travel
abroad on one occasion, he says: “Keep in mind, f’d
worked under Stalin for years and years, and you don’t
free yourself from (Stalinist) habits so easily.” (pg. 67)
On Mao: K says of Mao “I was struck by how much
he sounded like Stalin” and noted that “He had nothing
good to say about anyone” with the exception of Teng
Hsiao-p’ing—now widely reported to be replacing Premier
Chou En-lai (pg. 253). In 1957, Mao was advising K
in conversation that the response to attack from the West

should not be counterattack but retreat to Urals for a few
years until the Chinese could enter the war. K could not
tell whether Mao was joking. (pg. 257 )
The Sense of Inferiority y vis-a-vi.r America: K flew to
America in a Td-1 14 which was not considered com-
pletely airworthy by Soviet experts so as to make a better
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impression. He said: “It made me proud to think that we
were on our way to the United States in our new pas-
senger plane, Not that we worshiped America. On the
contrary .“ (pg. 373), He notes how excited he was
and nervous about undergoing “an important test” al-
though he had passed such a test during a trip to Eng-
land. “Not that we considered American culture to be on a
higher plane than English culture but American power
was of decisive significance” (pg. 374). (In dkcussing
French runways, and their higher production standards
than Soviet runways he says “It is just a higher level of

culture in the West” (pg. 419). ) Later “I still remem-
ber how delighted 1 was the first time my interpreter told
me that Ekenhower had called me, in English, “my

friend”. (pg. 415)

The U-2 Af/air: K notes that be only decided to protest
the U-2 affair at tbe Paris summit after hk plane was
in the air. He reversed the document he bad prepared
“180 degrees” during the flight, getting the confirmation
of the collective leadership by transmitting the new draft
back to Moscow. The discussion is very revealing of Ks
impetuosity and the importance to him of protecting
Soviet pride and dignity. “Our reputation depended on
our making some sort of protest .“ (pg. 451)

Worries A bout ,4 rrns Race Costs; After the Vienna con-
ference with Kmrncdy went badly (because of Ks hard
line), K nevertheless reflected worriedly that the Cold
War had been aggravated: “If we were thrown back into
the Cold War, we would be tbe ones who would have to
pay for it. The Americans would start spending more
money on weapons, forcing us to do tbe same thing, and
a new, accelerated arms race would impoverish our bud-
get, reduce our economic potential and lower the stand-
ard of living of our people. We knew the pattern only
too well from our pa,rr experiences. ” (Italics added, pg.
500. )

In his conclusions, K calls for unilateral Soviet cuts in
manpower justified by an adequate deterrent; he urges
arms control to limit the arms race, He argues. for on-
site inspection in designated parts of the country, in par-
ticular at military bases. He calls for a mutual treaty of
nonaggression and inspection (pg. 533 ).
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